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Abstract: We create hybrid topological-photonic localisation of light by introducing concepts
from the field of topological matter to that of photonic crystal fiber arrays. S-polarized obliquely
propagating electromagnetic waves are guided by hexagonal, and square, lattice topological
systems along an array of infinitely conducting fibers. The theory utilises perfectly periodic
arrays that, in frequency space, have gapped Dirac cones producing band gaps demarcated by
pronounced valleys locally imbued with a nonzero local topological quantity. These broken
symmetry-induced stop-bands allow for localised guidance of electromagnetic edge-waves along
the crystal fiber axis. Finite element simulations, complemented by asymptotic techniques,
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed designs for localising energy in finite arrays in a
robust manner.
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1. Introduction

Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) guide light by corralling it within a periodic array of microscopic
air holes, or dielectric inclusions, that run along the entire fiber length [1–4]. Largely through
their ability to overcome the limitations of conventional fiber optics, for example by permitting
low-loss guidance of light in a hollow core, these fibers have important technological and scientific
applications spanning many disciplines [4–7]. The result has been a renaissance of interest in
optical fibers, and their uses, over the past two decades as reviewed in [8,9]; this activity has also
strongly influenced acoustics through the developing field of phononic crystals [10].

Recently, ideas originating from topological insulators [11] have been transposed into photonics
[12], as reviewed in [13], showing promise for robust one-way edge states with enhanced protection
against disorder. In Newtonian systems, this promise of topological protection is tempered by the
requirement for time reversal symmetry (TRS) to be broken. An alternative, simpler approach,
all be it resulting in less robust modes, is to leverage the pseudospins inherent within specific
continuum systems. These pseudospin modes arise from strategically gapping Dirac cones to
leave two pronounced valleys with locally quadratic curvature. This approach, commonly referred
to as valleytronics [14–17], is associated with the quantum valley-Hall effect in condensed matter
physics. It has already been utilised in many settings, including the creation of dielectric photonic
topological arrangements, leading to reflectionless guiding and designs for optical delay lines [18].
Topological designs have also been recently implemented for telecommunication wavelengths
[19] on a CMOS-compatible chip thus bringing these concepts closer to application. These
valley-Hall devices are locally topologically nontrivial however globally trivial, and therefore
cannot draw upon the full power of the analogy with topological insulators, but they do have
advantages in terms of their simplicity of construction as one needs only to break spatial inversion
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or reflectional symmetries, together with actively suppressing backscattering. Symmetries are
central to optical waveguide theory [20], and have a long history within the field, and the
topological guidance also draws upon symmetries and its mathematical language of group theory.
Given the emergence of topological guiding there is now interest in developing this for photonic
circuits, [21], for Bragg fibres [22] by manipulating the cladding [23], and for unidirectional fiber
guidance using topological concepts [24], and there is a natural drive to explore the potential of
these new ideas in other arenas. Our aim here is to demonstrate the viability of valleytronics to
create localization of light for guidance in PCFs and to create a hybrid topological-PCF using
these valley-Hall topological concepts (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Photonic band gap guidance versus hybrid topological-photonic guidance: (a)
Conventional micro-structured fibre (xy-plane perspective) with light guided along a cavity
defect surrounded by a crystal cladding; (b) Micro-structured fibre with light guided along
interfaces between regions of oppositely orientated squares (c) 3D schematics of topological
guidance; the red shows localisation of light, z-direction is also shown.

After summarising our problem formulation in Sec. 2 we begin in Sec. 3, by considering an
infinite periodic photonic crystal with inclusions placed on a hexagonal or square lattice. The
periodicity means that we can consider a single elementary cell and use Floquet-Bloch theory to
generate an understanding of the system; dispersion curves that relate the frequency to Bloch
wave-vector, portrayed around the edges of the Brillouin zone, encode the essential information
about the system. We use our knowledge of symmetries in topological systems to obtain Dirac
cones, the chosen inclusions are then perturbed to gap the Dirac cones and thereby create
band-gaps. Interfacial modes within the band-gaps, that benefit from topological concepts, are
then used to develop the hybrid topological-PCFs. The steps to arrive at the localised edge-states,
using topological ideas, are summarised in Fig. 2. These PCFs are investigated numerically, for
finite array PCFs, in Sec. 4 and we use finite element methods, and augment these numerics with
a semi-analytic method based around induced monopole and dipole scattering by small cylinders
suitable for open systems.
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Fig. 2. Generation of topological modes: (a) Find two symmetry induced Dirac cones, well
separated in Fourier space, and related by the TRS operator (Θ), before applying a symmetry
breaking perturbation, such as a rotation, ±α. (b) This perturbation gaps the Dirac cones
leaving behind a set of 4 valleys that are locally imbued with a favoured chirality (as indicated
by the arrows). These arrows represent the favoured direction of angular momentum flux
near a particular valley; this is, more concretely, quantified by the chirality Q-factor [25]

The signum of the perturbation is directly related to the chiralities of valleys. (c) Subsequently
we stack the +α medium above or below the −α medium to produce a pair of gapless edge states;
the projection (P) of the Dirac cone pair marks the intersection point of the two curves. (d) Due
to the underlying symmetry induced mechanism, these edge states are geometrically distinct; the
edge states shown are typical, and illustrative, taken from the modelling in [26]

2. Formulation

Although the harmonic Maxwell’s equations (we assume exp(−iωt) dependence understood
throughout) are inherently coupled, [27], provided one assumes infinite conducting boundary
conditions, i.e. metallic fibers, along the fiber’s axis [4,28], the guided modes within a fiber
decouple naturally into p− and s− polarizations. We consider an array of such fibers, see Fig. 1,
with periodicity in the xy-plane, and focus on the latter s− polarization. Taking into account the
invariance of the fiber array along its z-axis, we look, for a given propagation constant γ>0, for
eigenfrequencies, ω, and eigenmodes, H = <e(H(x, y) exp(−iγz)), such that

∇ × (ε−1r ∇ ×H) = µrµ0ε0ω2H (1)

where ∇ = (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y, ∂/∂z), with ε0, µ0 (εr, µr) as the permittivity and permeability in-vacuum
(and relative values); ω is angular frequency.

In general, for oblique wave incidence down a PCF, we are faced with a fully-coupled vector
electromagnetic problem [4] but, as noted above, in the case of crystal fibers with infinite
conducting boundary conditions (a model for microwaves, or for light in dielectric fibers
propagating with large propagation constant [29]), (1) simplifies into

−∇t · (ε
−1
r ∇tHl) = Ω

2Hl (2)
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where ∇t = (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y),

Ω =

√
µrµ0ε0ω2 − γ2ε−1r (3)

and Hl(x, y) is the longitudinal component of H. Equation (2) has the condition ε−1r n · ∇tHl = 0,
on each fiber’s boundary, where n is the unit outward normal to this boundary in the xy-plane.
Equation 3 allows us, onceΩ is identified from the reduced problem, to then obtain the dispersion
relation between ω and γ directly; this is only true for metallic fibres with constant εr and µr and
this relation means that we do not need to plot ω versus γ (or γ versus ω) curves, as is usually
done in optical waveguide theory.
An aside is that there is an equivalent phononic crystal fiber analogy: the same eigenvalue

problem holds for time-harmonic scalar pressure acoustic waves<(P(x, y) exp(−iγz)) propagating
at an oblique angle γ>0 guided along an array of rigid fibers:

−∇t · (ρ
−1
r ∇tP) = Ω

2P (4)

with ρ0, κ0 (ρr, κr) as the mass density and compressibility modulus in air (and relative values),
Ω =

√
κ−1r κ−10 ρ0ω2 − γ2ρ−1r .

We naturally focus on PCFs, but note that our results hold for both time-harmonic electro-
magnetic waves in s− polarization, and pressure acoustic waves in phononics, propagating at an
oblique angle within crystal fibers (with infinite conducting walls for the former, and rigid walls
for the latter). As we consider a periodic assembly of fibers, we use a normalised frequency,
ωa/c, hereafter, where a is the pitch of the lattice and c the speed of light (c−2 = µ0ε0εr assuming
µr = 1), or sound (c2 = κ0κr/(ρ0ρr)) in the medium surrounding the fibers.

3. Symmetry protected topological states in hexagonal and square structures

By considering an infinite array of identical parallel fibers we restrict our initial analysis to
either a hexagonal or square elementary cell, containing a single or multiple fibers, that is then
periodically repeated. For a given propagation constant γ>0, we find Floquet-Bloch waves such
that

Hl(r + Rp) = Hl(r) exp(ik · Rp) (5)

with k as the Bloch wavevector, r as the position vector andRp = p1a1+p2a2 as the vector attached
to the nodes (p1, p2) ∈ Z2 of the lattice of translation vectors a1 and a2, which form the basis
for the lattice as a whole; in this article we consider square and hexagonal lattices. We proceed
by numerically solving the spectral problem (2)–(5) using the finite element package Comsol
Multiphysics [30] to compute the eigenfrequencies Ωk and associated Bloch eigensolutions Hk

l
when k spans the Brillouin zone (BZ) in the reciprocal space. These finite element numerics are
complemented by a semi-analytic method based around monopolar and dipolar scattering by
small metallic cylinders, the details of which are in [25] and covered briefly in Appendix A.

For a givenBlochwavevectork, these eigenfrequencies form a discrete spectrumωj, j = 1, 2 . . .,
and noting that Ω ≥ 0 in (2) it is easily seen [4] that these are bounded below with

γ2c2 ≤ · · · ≤ ω2
j (γ,k) ≤ · · · , (6)

and as the Bloch wavevector k (resp. the propagation constant γ) varies, dispersion curves ωj(k)
(resp. ωj(γ)) can be drawn. We only draw Floquet-Bloch band diagrams in this article, since
dispersion curves ωj(γ) are trivial in our special case of metallic PCFs.

3.1. Hexagonal structures

TRS topological-PCFs leverage the discrete valley degrees of freedom that arise from degenerate
extrema in Fourier space (Fig. 2). When constructing these PCFs we draw upon the valleytronics
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literature that, motivated by graphene, takes advantage of symmetry induced Dirac cones at
the KK ′ vertices of the hexagonal BZ, see Fig. 3(b, c) [26,31]. These Dirac degeneracies are
guaranteed if the structure belongs to one of three different symmetry sets [26]: {GΓ,GKK′} =

{C6v,C3v}, {C6,C3}, {C3v,C3v}, where GΓ,GKK′ denote the point group symmetries [32–34] at
Γ and KK ′, respectively. We have chosen to illustrate the hexagonal topological PCFs using two
of these cases {C3v,C3v} and {C6,C3}. Turning to the {C3v,C3v} case first, shown in Fig. 3(a),
we gap the Dirac cone, and reduce the symmetry of the structure, down to {C3,C3} by rotating
the internal inclusion. The resulting band gap (Fig. 3(b)) is demarcated by two regions of locally
quadratic curvature commonly referred to as “valleys". These valleys are imbued with a nonzero
(local) topological quantity known as the valley Chern number; the opposite sign of the valley
Chern numbers at the upper and lower valleys leads to the generation of topological edge modes
[31,35]. Importantly, the valleys have opposite chirality (or angular momenta) and are related
by parity and/or reflectional symmetry as well as TRS. A clear demonstration in the context of
photonics for delay lines is in [18], and for numerical convenience we adopted their truncated
triangular inclusion. Despite this, we are not limited to using solely a triangular geometry for our
fibre, as we may use any cellular structure that belongs to one of the three aforementioned Dirac
cone inducing symmetry groups. To illustrate this further we also consider a geometry created
from an arrangement of metallic cylinders.

3.1.1. Infinite array of small circular perfectly conducting cylinders

We demonstrate how a different hexagonal geometry, Fig. 4(a), that belongs to a different
symmetry set and uses circular inclusions, yields a topologically nontrivial band gap. The
fabrication of circular fibres is easier than that of polygonal inclusions, and to emphasise the
generality of the topological concepts we use circular inclusions arranged around a hexagonal
perimeter. We opt to use an alternative semi-analytical approach that is less computationally
expensive than directly using finite element methods and which is relevant to open systems. This
method is explained in detail in [25] and is briefly summarised in Appendix A. The usefulness
of this semi-analytical scheme will become apparent in Sec. 4 when we design more complex
topological PCFs.

The geometry under consideration, Fig. 4(a), consists of several small, but finite radius, circular
inclusions, located at the vertices of a hexagon. This smaller hexagon is contained entirely within
the larger hexagonal cell and is rotated relative to it by an angle of θ = α − π/6 = π/50. This
unperturbed arrangement belongs to the symmetry set {C6,C3} and produces the dispersion
curves shown in Fig. 4(b). By strategically perturbing the cellular structure (see arrows in
Fig. 4(c)) the C6 point group symmetry at Γ is reduced down to C3. This perturbation gaps the
former Dirac cone to yield the band gap shown in Fig. 4(c) and we use the recipe outlined in
Fig. 2. The eigenstates, that sit at the blue and red marked valleys in Fig. 4(c), are illustrated in
Fig. 4(e, f). The chirality of these eigenstates are characterised by the time-averaged energy flux,
〈S〉, that is proportional to the eigenstates and their gradient via

〈S〉 ∝ <
{
H∗l (r)∇tHl(r)

}
, (7)

where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate; here analytical expressions for 〈S〉, that is Hl (and
associated gradients) can be written down, either for a Fourier series representation (as in Fig. 4)
or for the Green’s functions expressing the generalized Foldy form of the solution [25] allowing
us to compute the chiral flux. The magnifications in Figs. 4(e, f) demonstrates the opposite
chirality (or angular momenta) between the pair of eigenstates. This angular momenta difference
is a foundational property that predicates the generation of the topological edge states in Sec. 3.3.
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Corrected Figure 3
Minor corrections to Appendix B

• Line 1331 please can this read as ”into those in the Cs = {E, σv(x)} group”

• Line 1332 please correct a subscript ” cross, have the IRs A1, B1 at M , ”

• Line 1415 please correct a subscript ” whereby the A2, B2 IRs”

2

Fig. 3. PCF built from a hexagonal array, with lattice constant a, of a truncated triangular
infinite conducting (or rigid in the phononic context) fibers, the elementary cell is shown
in (a) and contains an indented triangle defined by 3 long sides and 3 short sides of length
d1 = 1.65 a and d2 = 0.11 a respectively, with the corresponding Brillouin zone in (b).
Mirror symmetry lines are shown in (a) as dashed lines. Band diagrams for magnetic Hl (or
phononic pressure) eigenfield propagating at an oblique angle, characterised by normalized
propagation constant γa = 7a, and a = 2

√
3, the unrotated case is shown in (c), and when

the fibers are tilted through an angle of 5 degrees about the center of the cell (d). In (d) two
topological band gaps open around the frequencies coincident with the circled Dirac points
in (c). The bandstructure in (c), that consists of a Dirac point and an entirely flat band, is
reminiscent of the tight-binding honeycomb-Kagome structure shown in Fig. 14(a) of [36].

3.2. Square structure

Symmetry protected Dirac cones can also be constructed for non-hexagonal systems [37–41].
Notably a strategically designed square (or rectangular) structure allows for the emergence of
mirror symmetry protected Dirac cones; these systems differ from the vast majority of earlier
valleytronic literature [26,42–49] that have focused on graphene-like structures.

The unrotated cellular structure we choose, shown in Fig. 5(a), contains, both, horizontal and
vertical mirror symmetries along with four-fold rotational symmetry. These mirror symmetry
lines are responsible for the highlighted Dirac cones located along the paths MX and MY in
Figs. 5(b, c) [37]. Unlike hexagonal structures, the position of these degeneracies can be tuned
by varying the geometrical or material parameters of the system [37]. Despite the IBZ for this
structure being an eighth of the BZ, rather than a quarter, we plot around a quadrant of the BZ,
Fig. 5(b), as this incorporates the two distinct Dirac cones that are essential for our topological
states. The desired quadrant has the following vertices: X = (π/a, π/a), N = (π/a, 0), Γ = (0, 0),
M = (0, π/a), where a is the lattice constant. The dispersion diagram, plotted around the IBZ, as
well as a discussion about the influence of the diagonal mirror symmetries is in Appendix B.
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Fig. 4. An arrangement of PCF s from a hexagonal array consisting of 6 perfectly conducting
cylinders of radius ηa = 0.07 with γa = 7a with lattice constant a = 1. The elementary cell,
shown in (a), has six-fold rotational symmetry and no reflectional symmetries; the centroid
to scatterer distance is 0.400a, and the rotation angle α = π/6 + π/50. The band diagram,
shown in panel (b), is plotted around the irreducible Brillouin zone (IBZ) illustrated in
Fig. 3(b). An exemplar eigenfield associated with one of the degenerate eigenmodes is shown
in (c). When three of the fibers are pulled towards the centroid of the cell and placed at a
distance of 0.322a from the centroid, as indicated by panel (a), we obtain the band diagram
(d). The dispersion relations computed in (b) and (d) show agreement of results from finite
element solutions (black lines) and scaled eigenvalues using the semi-analytic method from
[25] (black squares) up to and including the bands of interest. The white arrows in (c), (e)
and (f) represent 〈S〉. The eigenstates that possess opposite chirality or angular momentum
energy flux are shown in panels (e) and (f). These two eigenstates correspond to the lower
(red) valley (e) and the upper (blue) valley (f) in panel (d).

The breaking of all sets of mirror symmetries, via the rotation of the internal square fiber,
leads to the topologically nontrivial band gap shown in Fig. 5(c). The two residual valleys along
each of the vertical and horizontal edges of the BZ are imbued with opposite sign valley Chern
numbers. This difference in sign physically manifests itself as a difference in chirality between
the valley eigenstates; this crucial property will be used in the next subsection.

3.3. 1D dispersion curves and edge states

The perturbation of the bulk media has broken reflectional or rotational symmetries whilst still
retaining three-fold symmetry (for the hexagonal cases) and four-fold symmetry (for the square
case). By stacking oppositely perturbed media, as shown in Fig. 6, one above the other, we
are able to create two seemingly distinct interfaces upon which edge states reside; due to the
broken symmetries, we now have inequivalent valleys characterised by opposite valley Chern
numbers. Exemplar eigenstates, for the bulk media, located near the two topologically distinct
valleys are shown in Fig. 4(e, f) and notably there is a marked difference between their angular
momenta in prescribed regions. Creating interfaces, as we do here, between two media that have
these opposite chiralities (or angular momenta) leads to the generation of topological edge states
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Fig. 5. PCF built from a square array, with lattice constant a, of square infinite conducting
(or rigid in the phononic context) fibers of cross-section a2/4, the elementary cell is shown
in (a) with the corresponding Brillouin zone in (b). Band diagrams for magnetic Hl (or
phononic pressure) eigenfield propagating at an oblique angle, characterised by normalized
propagation constant, γa = 7a, a = 1, the unrotated case is shown in (c), and when fibers are
tilted through an angle of 25 degrees about the center of the cell in (d). In (d) a topological
band gap opens around normalized frequency ωa/c = 10 coincident with the two circled
Dirac points in (a).

[14,31]; these are aptly named zero-line modes (ZLMs) due to the opposite sign of the valley
Chern numbers on either side of the interface. The asymmetry, either side of the interface, leads
to highly confined edge states such as those shown in Fig. 6. A benefit of these topological modes
is that we have a priori knowledge of how to construct the two adjoining media (sharing a band
gap) such that we are guaranteed broadband edge modes that are more impervious to disorder
[50] than competing designs. There is a notable difference between the square and hexagonal
ribbon eigenmodes (Fig. 6); the different parity eigenmodes belong to different interfaces for
the hexagonal case and the same effective interface for the square case. This implies that
a right-propagating mode along one of the square interfaces is also a left-propagating mode
on the other. This nuance leads to additional functionality for square structures, absent from
hexagonal structures, such as the three-way partitioning of energy away from a nodal point and
the propagation of topological modes around a π/2 bend. Further discussion of this difference in
behaviour between the two geometries is found in [37,38].
Due to the absence of orthogonal spin−1/2 particles and the presence of TRS, caution is

needed when we engineer our structure, in order to minimise inadvertent scatter [35,51]. There
are competing mechanisms: the band gap needs to be large enough to localise the edge states near
the domain wall, whilst not being so large, that the oppositely propagating modes are no longer
orthogonal [52]. The band gap width tunes the robustness and this is enhanced by preserving
the locally quadratic curvature in the vicinity of the gapped Dirac cones. The strength of the
perturbation is directly related to the orthogonality of the counter-propagating edge states. The
Fourier separation between the modes excited should also be enhanced to limit inadvertent
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Fig. 6. (a) Schematic of the band diagram for a ribbon constructed from one medium
stacked above the other (and with periodic boundary conditions between the top and bottom
cells) such that the upper/lower cells contain fibers rotated clockwise/anti-clockwise (see
Fig. 3). The real parts of left, right ribbon eigenstates are shown evaluated at normalised
propagation constant and frequencies γa = 7a and ωa/c = 25.36, 25.66, with a = 2

√
3. (b)

The analogous figure for the square structure shown in Fig. 5; frequencies of the left/right
orthogonal eigenstates shown are for γa = 7a and ωa/c = 10.03, 9.78, with a = 1. Unlike
for the hexagonal case, the square’s ribbon eigenmodes belong to the same interface rather
than different interfaces.

scattering [35,51]. Dirac cones located away from high-symmetry points, such as those of
the square structure, are tunable in their position. Here, the robustness is further enhanced by
artificially increasing the Fourier separation between the Dirac points which, in turn, leads to an
increased separation between the forwards and backwards propagating edge modes.

Numerical studies that demonstrate the robustness of these topological states versus conventional
designs for Newtonian systems are found in [50,53–55]. Theoretical studies that demonstrate the
existence of these modes under disorder are found in [56,57]. These studies pertain to quantum
topological systems where the transition across the domain wall is approximated as a smooth
tanh function. By carefully engineering our system, using the parameters at our disposal, namely,
the perturbation strength, the Fourier separation and the transition across the interface, the valley
has the potential to become a highly-efficient carrier of information [13].

4. Finite topological photonic crystal fiber arrays

We now consider finite photonic crystal arrays created from metallic inclusions arranged to
illustrate the topological edge states. The inclusions are arranged as a finite cluster, spaced
with lattice constant a, and numerically we take the cluster to be surrounded by cladding. We
consider both finite cladding and infinite cladding and refer to these as closed and open systems
respectively.
We employ two different numerical methods, primarily we use the Finite Element package

COMSOL 3.5 Multiphysics, implement Eq. (2) in the PDE module, and solve an eigenvalue
problems with the solver for Hermitian matrices (Lanczos algorithm). For these finite element
simulations we have a finite radial outer boundary upon which we set metallic boundary conditions
and this is referred to as the closed system. It is well-known, [4], that this metallic outer boundary
allows us to estimate the real part of the eigenfrequencies of an open system, provided the
outer radial boundary is sufficiently large; we systematically checked that numerical values
of eigenfrequencies of modes of interest are robust against the diameter of PCFs. To further
confirm that these modes persist in the case of open PCFs we also utilise a semi-analytic method,
designed for the rapid simulation of small metallic cylinders that asymptotically represents them
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as monopole and dipole scatterers as detailed in [25] and these simulations have no outer metallic
boundary and are referred to as the open system.
The approach is described in Appendix A with the Green’s functions associated with the

monopole and dipole contributions corresponding to cylindrical waves outgoing at infinity that
must satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition [58]. They are the Hankel functions of the first
kind with zeroth and first order; the field given in Fig. 8 is a summation over these (complex valued)
Green’s functions whose coefficients are determined using the singular value decomposition of
the generalized Foldy matrix [25]. The Foldy matrix is an insightful factorization of the external
field originally devised for forced problems, however the approximate homogeneous solution we
use allows us to construct the complex field for such a zero forcing problem. To generate the
external field requires given (real) frequencies and material parameters (γ etc.) from which we
pull out allowed modes corresponding to singular values of the smallest magnitude; these are not
leaky modes but an approximation of them.
We begin with an exploration of the ZLMs, for hexagonal media, containing the simple

triangular inclusion of Fig. 3, and take a hexagonal finite PCF as shown in Fig. 7. We cut this
finite hexagonal array in half and rotate the inclusions in the upper/lower halves in opposite
directions to form two distinct interfaces in a similar manner to Fig. 6(a); these interfaces support
a pair of geometrically distinct ZLMs [26]. As noted in Sec. 3.3, for the hexagonal system
the relative ordering of the medium matters and we witness this from the edge states found for
Fig. 7(a) and (b), which resemble those eigenmodes in Fig. 6(a); the frequencies at which these
edge states occur are reassuringly in the band gap predicted by the perturbed bulk media in
Fig. 3(d). These simulations are all done with standard finite element methods, i.e. Comsol, and
the finite PCF array is surrounded by cladding and an outer metallic radial boundary thereby
forming a closed system.

Fig. 7. Hexagonal ZLM: A finite PCF array constructed from 310 hexagonal cells using cell
geometry in Fig. 3(a), with two different media stacked over each other to create an interface,
and the outer metallic boundary has radius 25a/

√
3, with a = 2

√
3 ; Normalized propagation

constant and frequencies are γa = 7a and ωa/c = 25.53, 25.54 in (a,b) respectively and
these frequencies lie in a topological band gap c.f. Figure 3(d). (a) has the upper/lower
medium perturbed by a rotation clockwise/anti-clockwise and (b) perturbed by a rotation anti-
clockwise/clockwise and each of these interfaces supports a distinct ZLM, c.f. Figure 6(a), as
shown in the magnified regions. These numerical simulations utilise finite element methods
and due to the enclosing metallic boundary are for a closed system.

The array in Fig. 7 contains a relatively small number of scatterers, each of which is a single
triangular shape, and the PCF is enclosed by a metallic outer boundary. We also want to consider
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more complex PCFs and explore whether we can generate topological states that remain localised
around a closed polygonal boundary with limited leakage. To do so, we utilise the semi-analytical
method, espoused in Appendix A, to analyse complex open systems with ease. In Fig. 8 we
consider two polygonal patches, a triangle and a hexagon, that are constructed from a set of
adjoining zigzag interfaces [14] in the xy-plane; each of these crystals are formed from multiple
smaller structured cells. The result of this construction are two striking highly localised triangular
(Fig. 8(a)) and hexagonal prism PCFs (Fig. 8(b)); these fields consist of the topological modal
conversion and preservation phenomena emphasised in [26,49]. Figures 8(a, b) take advantage
of the bulk band diagrams of Fig. 4, and the construction methodology outlined in Fig. 2.

The hexagonal array is the more common array type used in valleytronics, due to the guaranteed
Dirac cones at the KK ′ BZ vertices, but as shown earlier square arrays can also be used to
create topological effects [37–41]; we now construct small finite square arrays of just 100 square
inclusions. We consider a circular metallic PCF of radius 10.5 a, filled with 10 × 10 square of
metallic rods of sidelength a/2 where a is the array pitch. The outer boundary at 10.5 a is taken
to be metallic in simulations and we have checked that the modes we find are independent of
radius and therefore are genuine trapped modes.

We use the geometry shown in Fig. 5, and draw upon the edge states shown in Fig. 6(b). Rather
than just split a medium in half, we separate our square array into quadrants and then rotate the
inclusions within each quadrant. Our motivation is to demonstrate localised topological modes,
such as the π/2 bend and the four-armed cross, that are not possible when using the canonical
hexagonal topological systems [37,38]. In Fig. 9 we illustrate localised states, along the edges
of these quadrants, for this square array. Notably we rotate the square inclusions by 25 degrees
either clockwise or anti-clockwise in different quadrants (similar to Fig. 6(b)); panel (a) has the
upper left quadrant rotated anti-clockwise and the remainder rotated clockwise, (b) has the upper
left and lower right quadrants rotated anti-clockwise and the remainder rotated clockwise. As
predicted from the topological theory [37,38] we expect localised hybrid topological states to
form along the interfaces between the oppositely rotated inclusion quadrants and indeed this is
observed in (a,b). There is, as also expected, a very slight frequency shift going between the
predictions based around the infinite perfectly period crystal and numerical simulations based
around the finite PCF of just 10 × 10 rods nonetheless this is reassuring agreement. Although
we have illustrated just the odd mode in Fig. 6 there are complementary even mode solutions,
see Appendix B, and indeed one can obtain combinations of these modes through cross-talk
between the modes somewhat akin to that occurring in dual-core PCFs or between neighbouring
open waveguides; a linear combination of odd and even modes can be induced in neighbouring
waveguides, and similarly for dual core PCFs, and we can obtain similar behaviour, but now
between the horizontal and vertical interfaces.
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Fig. 8. ZLM guidance along more complex geometries taking a polygon constructed from
one perturbed medium (red, created from 496 and 721 cells for (a) and (b) respectively)
surrounded by an outer (blue) medium, with the opposite perturbation, see the inset for detail;
we use the cell geometry of Fig. 4. The total structure in both (a) and (b) is formed from
2611 cells hence a total of 15666 circular scatterers. Panels (a) and (b) represent triangular
and hexagonal polygonal patches; the red cell represents the arrangement given Fig. 4(e,f),
the blue cell is a π/3 rotation of the red cell. Each edge of the polygonal path supports a
ZLM, and together they generate a ZLM along the whole boundary; numerical simulations
extract the localised states as shown and these occur at normalized propagation constant
γa = 7a and normalized frequencies ωa/c = 12.1422 and ωa/c = 12.1213 respectively ,
with a=1, for (a) and (b). These simulations use the solutions to the homogeneous (zero
forcing) generalised Foldy problem as described in Appendix A; the crystals shown in (a),
(b) are surrounded by an infinite cladding and are for an open system. The resulting solutions
are complex and we show the absolute value of the field.
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Fig. 9. Localisation in square PCFs: Finite PCF arrays constructed from 100 square cells
using cell geometry in Fig. 5(a) with two different media organized in a checkerboard fashion
(a) a localised hybrid topological state confined to the edge of a quadrant (b) a localised
hybrid topological state confined by the interfaces of four quadrants. Normalised propagation
constant and frequencies are γa = 7a and ωa/c = 9.54, 9.91 in (a,b) respectively, with a = 1,
c.f. Figure 6(b) and the bulk topological band gap in Fig. 5(d). These simulations used the
finite element method and due to the enclosing metallic boundary placed at radius 10.5a are
for a closed system.

5. Conclusion

We have introduced a new type of hybrid topological photonic/phononic band gap guidance that
is topologically induced and utilised PCFs of metallic fibers, where a decoupling of Maxwell’s
equations occurs, to showcase the methodology and potential. Natural extensions involve moving
to hollow or air-hole PCF, dielectric or hybrid PCFs and bringing topological effects into the fibre
guidance of such more generalised systems. The construction of edge states using topological
concepts is illustrated and follows a clear algorithm, c.f. Figure 2, and we generated interfacial
edge waves propagating along the crystal fiber axis in two simple configurations, for a square
array of square fibers and a hexagonal array of triangular fibers, in the case of longitudinal
electromagnetic/acoustic pressure waves. To illustrate the generality of these concepts, and
because cylindrical fibers are more commonly used, these are augmented by a study using arrays
of cylindrical inclusions placed at the vertices of a hexagon.

Although here we have focused on infinitely conducting fibers, as this allows for a simple model,
there are numerous extensions to draw upon in the topological valleytronics literature and beyond,
and this will be a fruitful direction for future research. Examples include, but are not limited to,
using valley vortex states or chirality locked beam-splitting [25,44,59], fragile topological states
[60,61], non-Hermitian topological physics [62] or even higher-order quadrupolar modes [63].
These different states yield a new means to localise energy, in a robust manner, along the crystal
fiber axis. For example, the symmetry protected states espoused herein are impervious to certain
types of long-range disorder [48] and hence would allow for robust transmission even if several
of the fibers within the PCF were positionally displaced.
In terms of physics, extensions to fully coupled electromagnetic waves in dielectric photonic

crystal fibers and also for elastodynamic waves, as well as their interplay [64] can be envisioned.
Of particular interest is the case of open micro-structured waveguides, for which topological
leaky modes would be associated with complex eigenfrequencies [65], and thus would propagate
over finite distances along the PCF axis [66]. It will be interesting to investigate whether they
display less, or comparable, energy leakage to typical defect modes in hybrid, non topological,
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PCFs, especially with respect to a genuine (fibre drawing tower induced), or engineered, twist
[67,68].

A. Planar array of small circular scatterers

Equations (2) and (4) are, for metallic scatterers and with εr constant, the Helmholtz equation
and we can draw upon efficient, rapid, semi-analytical methods created for small inclusions as
described in [58]. These are derived in [25] (based upon an extension of [69]) utilizing matched
asymptotic expansions, each circular scatterer - of radius ηa - is approximated by a monopole
and dipole source term whose coefficients, amono and bdi are a priori unknown constants. These
unknown constants can trivially absorb factors of a or εr, the analysis from [25] remains largely
unchanged, that is for a single scatterer(

∇2t + εrΩ
2
)
Hl = 4iη2 {amono − bdi · ∇t} δ(x, y). (A1)

The assumptions being that the scatterers are small, such that any defined inner region is
asymptotically valid; moreover, the analysis requires that the scatterers are not too closely spaced
such that any matched asymptotic analysis breaks down.
As shown in [25] this approach leads to a matrix eigenvalue problem that gives the Floquet-

Bloch dispersion curves, this is effectively a variant upon the plane wave expansion method
[70] but specialised to small inclusions. This approach can also be generalised to do scattering
simulations efficiently for very large numbers of inclusions as an extension [58] of Foldy’s
method [71] which is often used for small monopolar scatterers.
In the main text, see Fig. 8 we extract localised modes around polygonal arrangements of

many inclusions arranged either in a triangle or hexagon; we pull out these frequency dependent
non-trivial modes by solving the homogenous generalized Foldy problem, the approximate
solution is given by the singular value decomposition provided we select the singular vectors
corresponding to the smallest singular values of such a decomposition [25]. The singular values
associated with the solutions in Fig. 8(a) and (b) are 1.424 × 10−4 and 1.222 × 10−4 respectively,
the minute magnitude of these singular values indicates a very close approximation to the
homogeneous solution.

B. Effects of the diagonal mirror symmetry line on square structures

The point group symmetry of the unperturbed structures of Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 10(a) is C4v; this
arises from the four-fold rotational symmetry and the two sets of of mirror symmetry lines, σv(x, y)
and σd(x ± y). The vertical and horizontal mirror symmetries, σv(x, y), yield the non-symmetry
repelled Dirac cones along the outer perimeter of the BZ, see Fig. 10(b, c) and [37]. The particular
Dirac cone shown in Fig. 10(c) is dependent upon GM = C4v and GMY = σv(x); due to the
continuity of the bands, across the high-symmetry pointM, the irreducible representations (IR)
of the C4v group transform into those in the Cs = {E,σv(x)} group [32,34]. The two bands along
MY , that eventually cross, have the IRs A1,B1 atM, these transform via the compatibility relations
[32,34] into the opposite parity A,B IRs along MY . This implies that a careful parametric tuning
of our system can lead to an unavoidable crossing between the bands [37] and this is precisely
what occurs for our system, see Figs. 5(c), 10(c). A similar mechanism occurs, due to the
σd(x ± y) symmetries, whereby the A2,B2 IRs transform into the A,B IRs along the path ΓM
thereby leading to the non-symmetry repelled crossing shown in Fig. 10(c). The rotation of the
square fiber leads to the band gap shown in Fig. 10(c). This band gap is demarcated by the valleys
along MY (and by those along MX), not by the σd(x ± y) induced valleys and hence the band gap
width in Fig. 10(d) matches that of Fig. 5(d).

The computed edge states formed via the stacking of one perturbed medium above its
reflectional twin, Fig. 6(b), are shown in Fig. 10(e). The gapless nature of the states is indicative
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of their underlying topological nature. For hexagonal systems, ZLMs with distinguishable valley
degrees of freedom exist for every propagation direction other than for the armchair [57]; the
armchair termination superposes the KK ′ valleys, thereby coupling them and making them less
robust; this coupling results in band repulsion and gapped edge states [72].
Other examples of highly confined edge states using four structured quadrants, Fig. 9(b), are

shown in Fig. 10(f, g, h). The coupling between the even and odd-parity modes in these figures
resembles the cross-talk phenomena found in multiple core optical waveguides [73] and PCFs.

Fig. 10. Panel (a) shows the physical space elementary cell containing a square fibre using
cell geometry in Fig. 5(a); the structures reflectional symmetries σv(x, y),σd(x ± y) are
also shown. The BZ, IBZ and quadrant are shown in (b) alongside the locations of the
σv(x, y),σd(x ± y) induced Dirac cones (c), the arrows indicate their projection locations
in the 1D band structures (e) for a normalized propagation constant γa = 7a, with a = 1.
The Dirac cones in (c) are gapped to yield (d). Other exemplar localised modes, associated
with the square structure, are shown in panels (f) ωa/c = 10.144, (g) ωa/c = 10.09 and (h)
ωa/c = 9.93. The simulations in (f,g,h) are performed using the finite element method and
due to the enclosing metallic boundary placed at radius 10.5a are for a closed system.
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